
With Euroshield® ,  each prof i le  achieves an unprecedented level

of  durabi l i ty .  Masterful ly  engineered to  withstand the harshest

of  environments g iv ing you a  sense of  sat isfact ion in

ownership  of  probably  the most durable  shingles ever  created.

THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT OF RUSTIC

APPEAL & RENOWN DURABILITY.

RANCHLANDS SHAKE

WWW.EUROSHIELDROOFING.COM   •       (877 )  387 -7667



MARK YOUR CALENDARSOur quest for the unparalleled beauty and character of hand-
cut wood with industry-leading durability is finally finished.
The Ranchlands shake is engineered to impress with its
ultra-deep shadow lines and long, dramatic vertical grains
displayed in a manner that is so sophisticated, it knows no
peer. Giving your home a look that is anything but ordinary
and is the perfect solution for homeowners seeking the
classic look of natural wood shakes with the Euroshield®
advantages of being virtually maintenance-free and resistant
to rotting, curling, splitting, cracking and discoloration due
to weathering. 

It comes in a convenient panel form magnificently displayed
with a 10” exposure to-the-weather & 3/4" edge profile.
Also featuring an interlocking panel system which allows for
efficient installations, saving time and money as well as
giving it superior wind performance. Offered in four expertly
mixed color blends, Black, Brown, Grey & Driftwood* and
covered by an industry-leading, Non pro- rated lifetime
warranty, giving you worry free superior, lifetime
performance at affordable pricing. 

(*Driftwood is available at upgraded cost)
Please see our website for complete details.

RANCHLANDS SHAKE

Premium Rubber Roofing Since 1999



RANCHLANDS  SHAKE - BLACK

Ranchlands shake in black instantly welcomes you to the world of
sophistication. The grandness of the 10” exposure further
accentuates the seductive shadows generated by the deep grains.

Immediately commanding attention, Ranchlands in black is the
finishing touches as well as the final, luxurious details fully
expressed on your home.



Ranchlands shake in brown have deep shadows and red-brown
russet roots which emanate a sophisticated, natural earthiness. 

The dynamic tone gives a sense of the dramatic while at the
same time grounding your home to the surrounding landscape,
projecting maximum curb appeal.

RANCHLANDS  SHAKE - BROWN



Ranchlands shake in grey truly showcases the deeply textured
grain of real cedar, setting off an interplay of dark shadows and
light shading resulting in a stunning, distinguished and
dramatically beautiful style.

Adorning your home with an authentic expression of centuries
old charm that, depending on the setting, can stand out
dramatically or blend in harmoniously.

RANCHLANDS  SHAKE - GREY



Ranchlands shake in driftwood brings a warm sandstone color
accent to the sharpened detail of the deep vertical grain in a way
that ensures a “welcome home” feeling that never gets old. 

The realistic textures of the wood are truly on display through a
meticulously engineered blend of golden oak and ash. Designed
with one purpose in mind: to continually pique interest.

(*AVAILABLE AT UPGRADED COST)
RANCHLANDS  SHAKE - DRIFTWOOD*



Toll Free: (877) 387-7667

Email: info@euroshieldroofing.com

 9330 48th St.,SE, Calgary, AB T2C 2R2

Website: www.euroshieldroofing.com

UL2218 Class 4 Impact Rated - Listed by QAI 
Class C Fire Rated
Wind Testing -  Standard Test Method for
Wind-Resistance of Steep Slope Roofing
Products passed at 150mph for 2 hours
continuous exposure at PRI labs, Tampa,
Florida.

Testing of Euroshield® recycled rubber roofing was
conducted at independent laboratories recognized
by the Canadian Construction Materials Council
(CCMC) and ICC (USA).

TESTING

PREMIUM

PERFORMANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

 6 Section Closed Key-way Panel
36"W x 22.5"H x 3/4" (10" Exposure)
Average 3.4 lbs/sq.ft (340 lbs/square)
20 sq.ft Coverage/bundle
8 Pieces/Bundle

Ranchlands Shake

WARRANTY

Ranchlands Shake is warrantied for 50 years
against perforation or tear-through damage
from  hail 2" diameter or less.

*VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR COMPLETE WARRANTY DETAILS.


